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Executive Summary
This document summarizes the first CONNECARE animation.
This was developed based on the story of how CONNECARE helped Carlos as described in Deliverable
8.5 Project Factsheet.

To understand this document the following deliverables have to be read:
Number

Title

Description
Not applicable
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1. Introduction
This animation is based on the storyboard in the original Deliverable 8.5 Project Factsheet that
reads:
Carlos is 76. He lives in a village 50 kilometres from his nearest hospital. Carlos has a range of
long term conditions including COPD, congestive heart failure, early stage dementia, partial
hearing loss, and arthritis.
As a result, he used to spend many hours travelling to and from the hospital by public transport.
Because there was no way of coordinating his appointments, he had to travel for each individual
appointment. Further, as none of the clinicians in the hospital knew what treatments others had
prescribed, he often had problems with conflicting medications that required yet further trips to
the hospital.
An additional problem was that his local doctor knew nothing, so when emergencies arose,
apart from administering simple remedies, his doctor was unable to treat him so always had to
send Carlos, by ambulance, to the hospital.
Co-ordination with local social services was absent too. As a result, the way Carlos was treated
had a substantial adverse impact on his physical health and state of mind.
Now, following the introduction of CONNECARE into his locality, Carlos is a changed person!
When he does go to the hospital, his consultants coordinate their appointments so he only has
to go occasionally, and when he does, each of them knows what treatments the others have
prescribed, so there are no conflicts. He also gets advice on how to look after himself from the
CONNECARE app on his smartphone, so he is able to take some of the responsibility for his
own health.
Equally importantly, his local doctor knows what treatments Carlos is receiving so, when
problems arise, his local doctor is able to respond effectively...and if he needs to consult with
experts, he knows who to contact in the hospital for help.
Communications with social services and with his carers are far better too so that, for example,
when he returns from a hospital stay, his home is ready for him, and there is always a network
of people looking after his health & wellbeing.
The result is that Carlos’s health is much better looked after. As important though is that all the
clinicians looking after Carlos are also able to work more effectively & efficiently.
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2. Deliverable results
2.1
The

Links
completed

animation

in

four

different

states

is

here:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ou558x5cmf3bufg/AADmWiz-F2N2k7qI4sCQCj5fa?dl=0
The states in this URL are:
1. video with full audio (music and voice-over);
2. silent (video only);
3. video with voice-over only (no music);
4. Video with music only (no voice-over).
The
video
is
also
publicly
online
in
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=776CnQ0p0RI

2.2

the

YouTube

canal

of

CONNECARE:

The Animation

Stills from the animation include:

Figure 1 - Some animations.
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3. Conclusions and Next Steps
In conclusion, the required deliverable, being the animation of the CONNECARE project, has been
produced to the agreed timescale, with approval of all project partners.
As the CONNECARE project develops, a further animation will be produced for a later deliverable.
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